In the terms of [3] , this means that for c>2 one has rf(c)=c -1 rather than d(c) = [c/2] + l as suggested in Problem 14; correspondingly, [3, 35.35 ] is false for c = 5 and 6. (Professor Neumann has confirmed that her proofs were faulty.)
The theorem was suggested by Graham Higman's approach to nilpotent varieties of class c and prime exponent greater than c, via the representation theory of the general linear groups [l] . In particular, he remarked that each critical group in such a variety can be generated by c -1 elements (if c>2). Since Fcffic) generates $ft c (cf. [3, 35.12] ) and is residually of prime exponent (cf. Higman [2]), it follows easily that Fc-iffic) generates $ft c . It is not difficult to use Higman^ method for confirming the second half of the theorem as well.
In this note we outline a proof which avoids the conceptual complexity of Higman's approach; the price of this is paid for in length. Unless otherwise specified, our notation and terminology follow Hanna Neumann's book [3] .
To prove the first half of the theorem, it is sufficient to find a set of homomorphisms from F c (SSl c ) to Suppose that c = 2n, so that G c = H n , and evaluate w 2n when Ui is substituted for X{. Since each d\ n is a law in H n , we get the same value from substituting in any wl ni and we exploit our freedom in choosing T. Let R be the group of all permutations on {1, •••,» -1} ; define a monomorphism p->p* from R to 5 by (2k -l)p* = 2(£p) -1, (2k)p* = 2(&p) if &<w, and (2w -l)p* = 2w -1, and denote its image by i?*. As R* avoids Ki, it can be extended to a transversal T. Observe that [uiy Uj] lies in the commutator subgroup of W n unless \i-j\ =1 and max(i t j) is even; hence
